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RATING DUTCH OVENS

We tested seven inexpensive 
Dutch ovens (priced under 
$100), along with previous 
test kitchen winners made 
by All-Clad and Le Creuset 
(both priced in excess of 
$200). Ratings of good, fair, 
and poor for three kitchen 
tests (beef stew, french fries, 
and steamed white rice) were 
given to each pot; the stew 
test was given extra weight in 
determining overall rank. We 
also boiled water in each pot. 
Dutch ovens are listed in order 
of preference. See page 32 for 
mail-order sources for top-
rated pots.

DIAMETER: Of interior 
cooking surface, as measured 
in the test kitchen.

WEIGHT: As measured in the 
test kitchen (includes lid).

STEW: Testers prepared beef 
stew, browning 31⁄2 pounds 
of meat in batches, browning 
onions, and fi nishing stew 
in the oven. Testers noted 
browning and tenderness 
of meat as well as fl avor and 
consistency of sauce.

FRIES: Testers deep-fried 1 
pound frozen french fries in 
2 quarts canola oil, noting 
the time needed to heat oil 
to 350 degrees, the drop in 
temperature after fries were 
added, the time needed for 
oil to return to 350 degrees, 
and appearance and taste of 
the fries.

RICE: Testers prepared 3 
cups of plain white rice and 
assessed the appearance and 
taste of the cooked rice.

RECOMMENDED PERFORMANCE TESTERS’  COMMENTS

All-Clad Stainless 8-Quart 
Stockpot 
PRICE:  $257.95
MATERIALS:  Stainless steel with 
aluminum core

Le Creuset 71⁄4-Quart 
Round French Oven
PRICE:  $229.95
MATERIALS:  Enameled cast iron 
with phenolic lid knob

BEST BUY
Chefmate Round Enameled 
Cast Iron Casserole for Target
PRICE:  $39.99
MATERIALS:  Enameled cast iron 
with phenolic lid knob

Mario Batali Italian Essentials 
Pot by Copco
PRICE:  $99.99
MATERIALS:  Enameled cast iron 
with cast stainless lid knob

Lodge Pro-Logic 
Pre-Seasoned Dutch Oven
PRICE:  $39.99
MATERIAL:  Preseasoned 
cast iron

Calphalon One Infused 
Anodized Dutch Oven
PRICE:  $99.99
MATERIALS:  Heavy-gauge alu-
minum infused with polymer; 
stainless steel lid

Tramontina Sterling II 18/10 
Stainless Steel Covered Dutch 
Oven
PRICE:  $69.95
MATERIALS:  Stainless steel with 
aluminum core bottom

Emerilware from All-Clad 
Cast Iron Dutch Oven
PRICE:  $34.95
MATERIAL:  Preseasoned 
cast iron

Innova Color Cast Porcelain 
Enameled Cast Iron 5-Quart 
Round Dutch Oven
PRICE:  $49.99
MATERIAL:  Enameled cast iron

 CAPACIT Y:   8 qt.
 DIAMETER:   93⁄4" 
 WEIGHT:   6 lbs.
 STEW:   ★★★
 FRIES:   ★★★
 R ICE:   ★★★

 CAPACIT Y:   71⁄4 qt.
 DIAMETER:   93⁄4" 
 WEIGHT:   13.7 lbs.
 STEW:   ★★★
 FRIES:   ★★★
 R ICE:   ★★★

 CAPACIT Y:   5 qt.
 DIAMETER:   81⁄4" 
 WEIGHT:   11.6 lbs.
 STEW:   ★★★ 
 FRIES:   ★★★
 R ICE:   ★★★

 CAPACIT Y:   6 qt.
 DIAMETER:   93⁄4" 
 WEIGHT:   15.2 lbs.
 STEW:   ★★★
 FRIES:   ★★★
 R ICE:   ★★★

 CAPACIT Y:   7 qt.
 DIAMETER:   91⁄2" 
 WEIGHT:   17.2 lbs.
 STEW:   ★★★
 FRIES:   ★★★
 R ICE:   ★★★

 CAPACIT Y:   81⁄2 qt.
 DIAMETER:   117⁄8" 
 WEIGHT:   6.8 lbs.
 STEW:   ★★★
 FRIES:   ★★
 R ICE:   ★★★

 CAPACIT Y:   7 qt.
 DIAMETER   105⁄8" 
 WEIGHT:   6.4 lbs.
 STEW:   ★★
 FRIES:   ★★★
 R ICE:   ★★★

 CAPACIT Y:   6 qt.
 DIAMETER:   8"
 WEIGHT:   15.9 lbs. 
 STEW:   ★★
 FRIES:   ★★
 R ICE:   ★★★

 CAPACIT Y:   5 qt.
 DIAMETER:   75⁄8"
 WEIGHT:   11.3 lbs.
 STEW:    ★★
 FRIES:   ★★
 R ICE:   ★★

RECOMMENDED WITH RESERVATIONS PERFORMANCE TESTERS’  COMMENTS

While this pan runs a little hot, it produced “golden and 
gorgeous” fond. Starred in the french-fry test, with rapid 
recovery of cooking temperature after fries were added. 
The best choice for cooks who prefer a lighter pot.

The “gold standard” of Dutch ovens put “gorgeous, golden 
crust” on meat and created great fond. Rice cooked up 
perfectly, though cleanup required long soaking. A kitchen 
workhorse that’s heavy but not excessively so.

Similar to Le Creuset, only smaller and a lot cheaper. Less 
cooking surface meant that stew meat was browned in four 
batches rather than three—a reasonable trade-off to save 
$190. Lid has tight fi t, and stew barely reduced in oven, 
although meat was tender and sauce fl avorful. Steady, even 
heating yielded fl uffy rice.

This roomy pan was slow to heat up but demonstrated 
quick recovery after fries were added to the oil. The “self-
basting” spikes inside the lid work—we never had to shake 
condensation off this lid after opening it. Browning of beef 
could have been more even. Testers bemoaned lifting and 
handling this “super-heavy” pan. Needs bigger handles.

Although it was hard at fi rst to see the fond developing in 
this black pot, the meat had “excellent, deep browning.” 
Fries browned well, and the heat recovery was relatively 
quick. Large looping handles make it easy to manipulate this 
heavyweight pot. Boiling water picked up a yellow tint and a 
rusty smell, indicating that our pot had lost its seasoning.

“So roomy I could almost brown the meat in two batches 
rather than three.” Low sides made it easy to see inside, 
and it was lightweight and easy to manipulate. In the fries 
test, the temperature of oil dropped the farthest when 
potatoes were added, then fl uctuated more than the other 
pans as the temperature very slowly climbed back up.

Pan is big, light, and easy to handle, and it did a nice job 
browning meat. However, the stew liquid did not reduce 
at all in the oven and tasted soupy and unfi nished; the meat 
was not fully tender. Oil temperature dropped the least 
when fries were added and recovered the fastest.

Deep, narrow pan was slow to heat up but developed a nice 
fond for stew once it did. Meat had to be browned in four 
batches rather than three. The stew’s broth reduced well in 
the oven, becoming rich and thick, but the meat wasn’t fork-
tender. Boiled water appeared yellow, and fries had a dis-
tinctly rusty taste, indicating that pot had lost its seasoning.

We had to brown the meat for the stew in fi ve batches 
rather than three. The pan runs slightly hot, and rice was 
overcooked with “blown-out” grains. For fries, this pot was 
second slowest to heat oil, and the temperature of the oil 
dropped farther than we’d like when fries were added.

RATINGS 
 GOOD:  ★★★ 

 FAIR:  ★★  
 POOR:  ★ 




